The Council of the City of Kettering, Ohio, met in regular session on Tuesday, January 22, 2019, at 7:30 p.m. in Council Chambers at the Kettering Government Center South Building, 3600 Shroyer Road. Mayor Patterson presided and the Clerk of Council, LaShaunah D. Kaczynski, recorded. This meeting was telecast live on the cable access channel.

Council Members Present: Patterson, Fisher, Klepacz, Scott, Duke and Wanamaker

Council Members Absent: Lautar (Excused)

Total Members Present: Six (6)

Mayor Patterson led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and gave the invocation. He introduced the cable TV operator Liberty Lord. He thanked her for her assistance.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

January 8, 2019 - Council Meeting & Workshop Minutes

Mr. Scott reported that he reviewed the above minutes and moved the minutes be approved. Mr. Duke seconded the motion of the above minutes and there being six (6) yea votes and no (0) nay votes for the January 8, 2019 Council Meeting & Workshop Minutes, the motion was declared carried by roll call vote.

PROCLAMATIONS, SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS, AWARDS, SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS, APPOINTMENTS TO BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS

Presentation - State of the City Address

A video of the State of the City Address was played.

Welcome. I’m Don Patterson and I am honored to be your Kettering Mayor.

One of my most important responsibilities is to share with you the successes of the previous year and the projects, initiatives and service improvements we have in store for the Kettering community in the year to come.

As I prepared the highlights for 2018 I was overwhelmed with pride in all that the city accomplished this year, I am filled with excitement for all of the great developments on the horizon.

For this year’s State of the City presentation, we are going to have a little fun. There’s so much to see that we are going on a virtual tour of the city.

I’ve got a lot of great news to share with you, so let’s get on our way!

By far the most significant transformation that happened in 2018 was here at our Kettering Business Park. 25 years ago, this was the Gentile Air Force Station. When the installation closed, the city purchased the complex and created the Kettering Business Park. Once nearly vacant, the campus is now home to more than 2500 employees. Synchrony Financial has been an anchor tenant for nearly a decade. This year they were joined by Alternate Solutions Health Network, a regional provider of at home health care founded by Kettering residents Tess & David Ganszarto. They purchased the vacant, city-owned building located at 1050 Forrer and invested in a multi-million dollar renovation to create their new headquarters. They are already working on plans to expand further, have exceeded their predictions for new job creation, and they anticipate hundreds more new jobs in the coming years. The Kettering Business Park also welcomed Kettering Health Network to our campus this year. The construction of their state-of-the-art operations center is scheduled to open in early 2019.

In 2017, the team at the City worked with our tenant partners to develop a master plan for the Kettering Business Park campus. In 2018 we started to implement the first phases of that plan. We designed and installed modern entry signage and completed upgrades to landscaping and pathways near the entrance. The next year will bring completion of the second phase of the plan which will include landscaping in the round-about and installation of directional signage. The last vacant original structure left in the park, building #2, will be demolished in 2019 making way for new development. It’s an exciting time at the Kettering Business Park. Years from now I am certain that we will look back on this period of rapid development as one of the immense successes of our economic development efforts.
We certainly place a great deal of focus on attracting new businesses and on helping the businesses that are already in Kettering grow and thrive here. In Kettering the vast majority of our amenities and our valued city services are funded by income tax. If we don’t have the jobs, we don’t have the resources to support the infrastructure, facilities and services our residents and business communities treasure. In the end, our goal is to protect the investment that you made when you decided to call Kettering home. That means that we invest in our commercial centers to support job growth, and we invest in our neighborhoods and world-class amenities.

There’s one initiative to re-invest in our neighborhoods that is very unique. Each year, city staff and stakeholders have identified one neighborhood where a concentrated and coordinated focus of resources could make a significant impact. In 2018, Cities of Service launched in the Haverstick neighborhood right across the street from our Kettering Business Park.

Let’s make our way down Forrer Boulevard to a previous Cities of Service area, the Oak Park neighborhood, in 2018; our CitySites Public Art Program dedicated a new piece by artist Virginia Kistler. The artwork is the inaugural piece in the ArtLocal program, an initiative utilizing art and creative thinking in localized public spaces throughout the city of Kettering. Beginning in fall 2017, Kistler facilitated hands-on workshops and conversations with children, residents and veterans at Greenmont Elementary School, Greenmont Oak Park Community Church, and the VFW Post to capture the values and spirit of the Oak Park neighborhood. Kistler’s stainless steel artwork Mutual Homes reflects the meaning of home to Oak Park residents.

Just across Woodman Drive from the Oak Park neighborhood is automotive manufacturing company Tenneco. Kettering was extremely fortunate that as many communities struggled and continue to struggle with shuttered plants, our manufacturing industry is growing. This year Tenneco announced that it plans to consolidate two out of state locations in to their facility here in Kettering. This will result in the creation of their Manufacturing Center of Excellence and will bring a 61 million dollar reinvestment in the plant as well as several hundred new well-paying engineering and high level manufacturing jobs. Renovations are set to begin in 2019 and a year from now I look forward to sharing with you the progress.

Now let’s make our way over toward the north-east corner of Kettering to the Miami Valley Research Park. The most exciting development here this year was the announcement of a 50 million dollar, 132,000 square foot expansion of Community Tissue Services. As you may recall, the City of Kettering purchased the nearly 300 acres of undeveloped land in the business park in 2017. In 2018, we sold 3 parcels, approximately 38 acres, to Community Tissue Services. In 2019, we will complete the construction of College Drive, extending the roadway from Research Boulevard to Founders Drive. Our investment to complete this roadway will significantly enhance opportunities for future expansion of CTS and will help to attract new companies to the adjacent available parcels. In 2019, we will work in cooperation with a commercial real estate firm to market the remaining undeveloped acreage and with the businesses who call Miami Valley Research Park home to prioritize investments that will move the entire campus forward.

In 2018 we worked in partnership with Beavercreek to analyze traffic patterns, host a public meeting and ultimately to plan for significant improvements to County Line Road in 2021. The project will add a lane of traffic in each direction in order to ease daily vehicle flow and will also extend the multi-use path from the edge of the Miami Valley Research Park all of the way to Dorothy Lane and Stroop Road. Ultimately this will connect to the recently constructed multi-use path that leads to Indian Riffle Park, the Rob Dyrdrek Skate Plaza and the Kettering Recreation Complex.

The Kettering Recreation Complex main pool, hallway and aquatics locker rooms underwent a major renovation project with the replacement of the flooring in all areas in 2018. Other improvements include improved accessibility, some mechanical system modifications and the removal of the high dive with plans for installation of a larger slide in 2019.

Making our way down the new Prugh Woods Drive, we come to the Prugh Woods residential development, an enclave of 36 new construction single family homes in a park-like setting. Construction on the development began in 2017 and there are only a handful of lots remaining. As a land-locked community, opportunities for new construction homes are rare here so when they do happen, they sell quickly.

In fact, the housing market in Kettering remains strong throughout the community. Properties in every style and price range continue to sell often within days of listing. We are also excited about some of the reinvestment taking place in our neighborhoods as private real estate entrepreneurs purchase, renovate and place back on the market updated homes in highly desirable locations. One-by-one, these like-new properties spark interest in more improvements to those nearby. And soon house-by-house and street-by-street, the property values of the entire neighborhood begin to rise.

Throughout the city our Community Development team works one-on-one with residents who desire to make improvements to their homes or who wish to buy a home in Kettering and need financial support to make that dream come true.
Another way that we support our neighborhoods is with our prioritized residential reconstruction and repaving programs for roadways. We know that while our residents are investing in improvements beyond the curb, it is our responsibility to reinvest in the streets, drives, boulevards and avenues that connect our neighborhoods. In 2018, we completed a multi-year project here in the Valleywood neighborhood. Whether we lead projects to install new curbs and sidewalks or repair those already in place, to repair roadways or to replace them entirely, the city is committed to putting every neighborhood on a rotating schedule for improvements that prevent deterioration.

Let’s make our way to Wilmington Pike, an area where the city has placed significant focus in recent years. As you know, Wilmington Pike is an essential corridor in Kettering, passing all of the way from our northern to southern boundaries. It is also a stretch of town that fell in to a less than desirable state over the years. In 2013, I assembled a group of Kettering business leaders, residents, real estate experts and City Council representatives to create a strategic plan for this critical corridor. The task force, known as the Wilmington Pike Improvement Committee, established priorities and outlined phases for re-development that will result in a rejuvenated thoroughfare. Though we aren’t there yet, significant progress was made again in 2018. In total, 3 properties deemed unsuitable for reuse were demolished and the sites were cleared for redevelopment. We installed landscaping and street banners to enhance aesthetic quality. A new Valvoline location was constructed at the long vacant corner of Wilmington Pike and Dorothy Lane. Down the road Eudora brewing entered in to a lease for the deteriorating vacant Pep Boys building and completely transformed it in to a destination brewery. The completely new Wilmington Stroop Library branch is under construction and will re-open in 2019. And Popeye’s Chicken purchased the former PNC back, demolished the building and recently opened a brand new, first in market location.

We know that there is more in store for the Wilmington Pike in the coming years as it continues to evolve in to a vibrant corridor.

As we make our way southeast, let’s take a look at one of the most significant partner infrastructure projects that happened in Kettering in 2018, Montgomery County’s reconstruction of the bridge on Woodman Drive. Many of the bridges on Kettering’s major roadways, including this one on Woodman and the one recently replaced on Stroop, are actually owned by Montgomery County so often they take the lead on needed projects.

Throughout Kettering, several bridges are reaching the end of their useful life and in most cases require complete replacement. We will talk later about two bridges that are owned by the city and upcoming projects for their replacement.

The City of Kettering itself is almost 70 years old, and some of our neighborhoods are nearly 100 years old! Like anything that has been around this long, we have places that are starting to deteriorate. City Council has made reinvestment in infrastructure a critical priority because we want to maintain a city that is well-kept, attractive and vibrant – not run down. With our partners at Montgomery County and Vectren, major reconstructions projects on bridges, roadways, intersections, water mains and gas lines will be critical.

This brings me to something that is really important for our residents and business owners to understand. The supply of water to your home and the sewer drain from your home are precious infrastructure. I just told you that we know that in many areas of town bridges, water mains and gas lines are aged to the point that they need complete replacement. The same goes for the service line that connects your home to the water main at the street and the sanitary drain that connects to the sewer under the street. The major difference is that if these service lines break or collapse, the repair or replacement is your responsibility. Trust me when I tell you that this is not an inexpensive project. We are encouraging homeowners to reach out to their insurance agents to discuss options for protecting yourself with a service line policy, or to ensure that they are saving for the potential occurrence of this significant disruption. Unfortunately we know that each year your neighbors are finding themselves faced with this burden and though I certainly hope it never happens to you, in an established community like all of those in the Dayton suburbs it is possible and there is a way to be prepared. Check the homepage of our website ketteringoh.org for more information.

Since I mentioned our website, I want to take a moment to share with you some of the ways our website is improving the way the city serves you. When we launched a brand new website in 2017, we included a place right on our homepage where you can get quick answers to frequent questions as well as report issues of concern that need the city’s attention. This feature works on both our website and from our Facebook page and is easy to bookmark to the home screen of your smart phone or tablet making the help you need from the city just a touch away 24/7. In 2018, we received nearly more than 1,200 requests for police records and nearly 1,000 requests for city assistance through our new website. One of the most popular, with more than 115 reported through the website, is our easy method to report potholes. This quickly identifies areas that need attention from our streets crews, cuts down on the amount of time it takes to get the potholes filled, and has dramatically reduced overall complaints about pothole maintenance citywide. We appreciate your efforts to help us serve you better.

One of the ways Kettering demonstrated our commitment to exceptional city services this year was the decision to offer free collection of residential debris resulting from the ice storm that occurred in
November 2018. Our street crews circulated the entire city to collect debris left at the curb and extended the operating season of our yard debris center to help residents dispose of branches. Certainly this effort meant more staff hours and a longer than normal leaf collection season. We hope you agree that it was worth it. And beyond that, it’s the Kettering way.

Certainly exceptional city services make Kettering unique in the region. Among the most treasured of city services is the protection offered by our Kettering Police and Fire Departments. 2018 was the first full year of operations for our Fire Department in their new headquarters and one that brought much deserved recognition. Our Fire Department received the American Heart Association Mission Lifeline® EMS Gold Plus Award for medical services provided to patients who experience the most deadly type of heart attack caused by a blockage of blood flow to the heart. To prevent death, it is critical to restore blood flow as quickly as possible, either by mechanically opening the blocked vessel or by providing clot-busting medication. Our paramedics are specially trained to rapidly identify if a patient is experiencing a suspected heart attack, promptly notify the hospital emergency department, and trigger an early response from the awaiting hospital personnel.

We completed the Fire Station Modernization project in 2018 with the grand opening of our final new facility, Station 37 which we will visit later on Dorothy Lane. Each of our four new stations are staffed 24 hours a day with personnel trained and equipped to respond to your calls for service. In 2018, the Kettering Fire Department responded to nearly 9,000 calls for assistance.

Here’s something else I think says a great deal about the members of our Kettering Fire Department. Each Friday, Kettering firefighters are visiting Kettering elementary classrooms and spend time reading to students. This allows our firefighters to build a trust with our young residents and reduces their fear in the event of an emergency, all while reinforcing the importance of literacy. Also in an effort to educate students, the Kettering Fire Department created a fire prevention video that was shown to more than 4,100 students throughout Kettering in grades K-5.

And not only do the members of our Kettering Fire and Police Departments protect our community, but when disasters strike regionally or nationwide they offer their rescue and emergency expertise to impacted communities. In 2018, they provided critical support to rescue an employee from our neighboring City of Oakwood who was trapped in a potentially life-threatening trench collapse. And when the hurricanes hit Florida and the East Coast in 2018, they were deployed to assist in rescue and recovery operations.

A few projects happened behind the scenes in 2018 that will dramatically improve our ability to reach you in the case of an emergency. We began a multi-year replacement project for the software that runs our emergency dispatch center. We completed a technology advancement which ensures the continuity of our Emergency Operations Center and backup dispatch operations, a safeguard to protect all of us should a catastrophic natural disaster occur.

Another project that will be critical to our public safety operations as well as our efforts to attract new businesses in the creation of a fiber optic service ring in partnership with 7 neighboring communities. Data service is now a highly demanded form of infrastructure for companies and a critical resource for public safety. Partnering with our neighbors to install the fiber-ring makes the project more affordable and allows us to connect our emergency operations centers to theirs increasing the reliability of our system, particularly in the case of a disaster or citywide outage. We were proud to lead the way on this regional project and know that offering this modern infrastructure amenity will be highly valuable.

As we leave Fire Headquarters, let’s pause for a moment here at David Road. In 2019, this section of East David Road from Wilmington Pike to Ackerman Boulevard will be resurfaced and the drive approaches and curbs along the roadway will be replaced. We were able to leverage our investment in this project to secure nearly 40% of the funding needed for this project from federal sources.

Another great success story in 2018 was the completion of a major expansion project at the School of Advertising Art here on David Road. Not only did the physical space transform, but so did the opportunities provided on this thriving campus as the school evolved to become The Modern College of Design. For the first time, students can now earn both 2-year and 4-year college degrees in graphic design, marketing and digital communication right here in Kettering.

As we make our way south we travel along Bigger Road which saw the completion of a major roadway resurfacing project in 2018. Also in this area of town, we finished the final phases of a multi-year residential roadway improvement program in the Oak Creek neighborhood. And East Rahn Road will be resurfaced from Wilmington Pike east to the Centerville boundary in 2019.

The Oak Creek Plaza saw significant reinvestment in 2018, and I am pleased to say the rebirth of an area many feared would become long vacant. When Kroger left, Marc’s Grocery very quickly snapped up the property and completely remodeled to make way for their first location in the southwest Ohio market. The residents surrounding the location relied heavily on having a neighborhood grocery store and we were thrilled to welcome Marc’s to Kettering.

Around the corner the highly successful Victoria’s Secret call center evolved to be known as Mast Global, a name more fitting for their critical digital customer support services for all Limited Brands
As we make our way back across Kettering, I want to take a moment to talk about property maintenance. Here in Kettering, we have expected standards that apply to each and every property regardless of location, size or value. We have a dedicated team of inspectors who systematically review property concerns and work with residents to resolve issues. In 2018, 84% of our property maintenance cases were closed, with violations remedies by the property owner in a very short period of time.

On the other side of the spectrum, we are also thrilled to celebrate those who earned the coveted Neighborhood Pride Award in 2018. Now in its 30th year, the Neighborhood Pride program is an entirely volunteer led effort to recognize the residents and businesses who make significant investments to improve the curb appeal of their properties and consistently maintain them at a level far beyond the norm. Congratulations to all of the 2018 winners. Thank you for your efforts to make your property and our neighborhoods something special. My gratitude as always goes to the Neighborhood Pride Committee for their efforts to review nominations and select the winners.

Certainly this is a place you all recognize. Fraze Pavilion is the crown-jewel of Kettering and one of the things our residents love about calling Kettering home. The Fraze Pavilion’s successful 2018 season included the launch of a new event, Taco Tuesday, along with multiple sold out shows including Alison Krauss, Southern Uprising featuring Travis Tritt, Charlie Daniels Band, Marshall Tucker Band and Outlaws, REBA, Avett Brothers, Earth Wind & Fire, Get the Led Out, and The Menus. The 2018 season also showcased first time Fraze performers: Roger Daltrey, Michael W Smith, Boy George & Culture Club. More than 53,800 visitors attended 12 festivals, ticket sales for paid concerts reached $3.2 million and once again, Fraze Pavilion landed on the list of the top 100 outdoor amphitheaters worldwide. Sure there may be some new entertainment venues in the region, but no matter how hard they try, they will never be Fraze.

The landscaping on the Kettering Government Center Campus was redesigned in 2018. Large boulders and new concrete curbing were added to eliminate erosion issues on the banks of the south building breezeway. The new trees and perennials were selected to coordinate with other City facilities and offer a wide variety of color and seasonal interest. The irrigation system was also repaired and reconfigured to accommodate the new landscaping.

A long awaited and significant project will be getting underway on the Kettering Government Center campus as we begin the design of a new Police Headquarters in 2019. The new headquarters will be here at the Government Center as we add a brand new second story above the existing police facilities and renovate the current area to meet the needs of a modern police department. In recent years the Kettering Police Department has placed great emphasis on the relationship our law enforcement professionals have with you, our residents. The design of the new Police Headquarters will reflect that, with a new welcoming public entry on the main government center plaza.

Another significant and meaningful expansion will take place in the Kettering Police Department in 2019. Our School Resource Officer force will grow from 2 officers to 5, placing a dedicated Kettering Police Department Partner at Fairmont High School, one at both Van Buren and Kettering Middle Schools, and two additional officers who will serve the Kettering elementary schools. Students who have a positive law enforcement role model are less likely to engage in risky or illegal behavior. By establishing a presence in each school, the School Resource Officers can build trusting relationships with students by participating as active members of the school community, and of course are there should a safety matter arise.

In 2019, KPD will continue to focus on innovative ways to protect our neighborhoods and keep our community safe. Last year we rolled out the pilot version of our community crime mapping tool. Through a link on our website you can search by address to get a report of all police activity in the area during a specific period of time. We have been fine-tuning the tool, and in 2019 a more sophisticated version will be released.

Another new approach we are taking in partnership with you is to offer voluntary registration of home security cameras, also through a link on our website. If you have a camera on your property, please consider registering it with us. In the case of a suspected crime or public safety matter in your area, Kettering Police Department will then contact you and ask to review any footage your camera may have captured during the time of the suspected occurrence. This effort has already helped KPD resolve some issues, and we appreciate your willingness to partner with us to enhance the safety of our neighborhoods.

In late 2017, following significant public engagement efforts to collect feedback on project alternatives, our City Council directed city administration to pursue grant funding for the purpose of reconstructing the Ridgeway Road Bridge. We learned in July 2018 that the Ridgeway Road Bridge Replacement was awarded project funding, 95% of the construction costs – up to 2 million dollars– from the Ohio Department of Transportation’s Municipal Bridge Program. Construction is currently scheduled to begin in late 2020 or early 2021.
As we make our way to the northwest corner of the city, we travel through the Hilton neighborhood near the corner of Dorothy Lane and South Dixie Drive. Beginning in 2019 the city will collaborate with Montgomery County Water and Vectren gas on a multi-phase project to replace water mains, gas lines and ultimately the entire roadway in this neighborhood.

I’d like to share with you another exciting partnership. In 2019, the Schantz Avenue Bridge over South Dixie Highway will undergo a complete replacement. Rather than reconstructing another unremarkable concrete bridge structure with utilitarian chain-link fence, we collaborated with our CitySites Public Art Program to seek an artist who designed a one-of-a-kind public art installation. The art will integrate seamlessly in to the new bridge and will create a signature entry feature for Kettering, reflecting the artistry of the trolley cars which once traveled the Dixie corridor and the designs on the historic cash registers showcased at nearby Carillon Park. Replacement of the Schantz Avenue Bridge is expected be complete by the end of 2019, and we anticipate that traffic in both directions on South Dixie will be maintained during construction, though each direction will be reduced to one lane.

I mentioned earlier that we recently hosted the grand opening of our final of four new fire stations, Station 37 here on Dorothy Lane. It’s important that I take a moment to thank the residents and key stakeholders who worked with our staff to develop a design for all four of our new fire stations that, as you can see, certainly reflects the character and standards of our community. Kettering Health Network, with their flagship Kettering Medical Center on Southern Boulevard, remains not only our largest employer but also one of our most loyal community partners. In 2019 they will complete another two floors of patient care space in the Kettering Cancer Care Center, expanding a world-class oncology facility right here in our backyard.

Time and time again, I find myself overwhelmed with pride when I hear of the generosity of our Kettering community. I’d like to end my presentation this year with a few examples.

In 2018, the city added a full-time Compliance and Inclusion Manager to our team to help us ensure that our facilities, projects and programs meet ADA standards and city staff are trained to lean toward yes in support of requests from the public. This year a young couple who recently purchased a home near Walther Park contacted the city to explore options for installation of equipment that would allow their daughter to enjoy the playground. Our Compliance & Inclusion Manager met with them to discuss their needs and then reached out to our long-time friends at the AMBUCS service club who agreed to fund the purchase of an accessible swing. If you’ve ever seen a child’s face as they delight from using a swing, you know how special this improvement will be. It’s one example of how we, and our community partners, are making a difference in ways large and small.

The City of Kettering is home to community spirit as evidenced by the Annual Volunteer Recognition program each fall. This year I was proud to honor our volunteers for contributing more than 32,000 hours of service this year and saving the city more than $750,000.

In addition, we presented Day Air Credit Union with the 2018 Partnership Award in recognition of their contributions of time and resources to the Cities of Service Initiative, Make A Difference Day activities, the Christmas Day Open House, and events to support the Kettering Police Foundation.

As we enter 2019, the City of Kettering’s Volunteer Program celebrates 40 years of service! What began as a group of volunteers planting marigolds in the medians in 1979 has blossomed into a force of more than 1,000 active volunteers who continue to foster the mission of the volunteer program—to assist city staff by expanding city programs, enhancing city services, building an understanding of city government, and encouraging community pride.

I would also like to thank all of the Kettering residents who take their commitment to serving our community to the next level by serving on our numerous boards and commissions. Their leadership is critical, and their input vital.

So is yours. In Kettering we highly value engaged residents, opportunities to have meaningful dialogue and active participation in leadership of our community. I, and my fellow members of City Council, truly enjoy hearing from those we represent. We encourage you to join us for a City Council meeting on the 2nd and 4th Tuesday of every month at 7:30 PM and to stay connected to our city communications to ensure you are always in the know about the latest city projects, service announcements and alerts.

In 2019, I hope you will consider the ways you might get involved in a leadership role in the Kettering community.

Our Kettering Leadership Academy and our City boards and commissions are frequently looking for new members. These are great opportunities to learn more about the city and create a path to additional leadership opportunities.

Looking back, I am so grateful that I took the exact step I am asking you to take. Serving Kettering initially as a City Council Member, and now as your Mayor, is one of the greatest honors and most rewarding experiences of my life.
Be assured that all of us on Kettering City Council and your city administrators are dedicated to serving you and to ensuring you remain proud to say Kettering is home.

May you and your families be healthy and prosperous in the New Year and on behalf of City Council and staff, thank you for allowing us to serve you. God bless!

Mayor Patterson mentioned that great gratitude goes to Stacy Schweikhart for putting the State of the City together. This could not come together without all of her hard work. He is aware of the amount of time that goes into this production, and he also appreciates all of the hard work that Carl Suchomel provided in producing this video. Department Directors provide Stacy with information and then she places that information into this final product.

Mayor Patterson shared exciting news that TW Development has purchased 14 acres of property, including the vacant 200,000 sq. ft. building located at 907 Forrer Blvd. In the coming months we will complete the sale of these parcels, making it possible for TW Development to bring several hundred new jobs with a fortune 100 e-retailer to Kettering. This is exciting great news and another example of the re-birth of the Kettering Business Park. Thank you to Gregg Gorsuch and Ted Hamer for leading this collaboration with Jim McCarthy. Also, thank you to the TW Group for their investment and reinvestment in Kettering and their determination to secure a national prime tenant. Also, thank you to all city administration for their leadership and he is proud of all of the accomplishments. Even though there weren’t big segments in the State of the City Address regarding Human Resources, Finance, and Law Departments everyone on City Council recognizes that highly visible projects won’t be possible without the work these departments provide behind the scene. The same goes for city staff for how they display dedication and compassion to our community each and every day. They are the reason residents are proud to say Kettering is home.

Mayor Patterson mentioned that Mr. Lautar has an excused absence. He also wanted to publicly recognize the Streets Department for all of the hard work they have put in these past two weeks to keep the roads safe and clear. They have done an extraordinary job while working twelve to sixteen hours a day to keep up with the winter weather in our community. City Council hears from residents from time to time that their streets are not plowed, but the city does the best job clearing the streets in the region to ensure residents are safe. Major thoroughfares are plowed first and then the neighborhoods follow. Thank you to all of the men and women who work in the Streets Department for their work these past two weekends.

PUBLIC HEARINGS

PUBLIC COMMENT ON LEGISLATION

ORDINANCES IN SECOND READING

RESOLUTIONS

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10258-19
BY: MR.SCOTT AND MR.DUKE

AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO PURCHASE TELEVISION, RADIO, NEWSPAPER, BILLBOARD AND INTERNET ADVERTISING FOR THE 2019 FRAZE PAVILION PERFORMANCE SEASON FROM VARIOUS SOURCES

Mr. Scott read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Duke seconded the motion.

Mr. Schwieterman, City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10259-19
BY: MR.DUKE AND MR.WANAMAKER

AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO NEGOTIATE AND ENTER INTO CONTRACTS FOR ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE FRAZE PAVILION 2019 PERFORMANCE SEASON

Mr. Duke read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Wanamaker seconded the motion.

Mr. Schwieterman, City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.
The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10260-19
BY: MR. WANAMAKER AND MR. KLEPACZ

AUTHORIZING PAYMENT OF MUSIC LICENSING FEES FOR CONCERTS AT FRAZE PAVILION DURING 2019

Mr. Wanamaker read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Klepacz seconded the motion.

Mr. Schwieterman, City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10261-19
BY: MR. KLEPACZ AND MRS. FISHER

AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO ENTER INTO AGREEMENTS FOR DISCOUNTS, COMPLIMENTARY TICKETS AND COMPLIMENTARY PROGRAM PARTICIPATION TO BENEFIT THE ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION OF CALENDAR YEAR 2019 PARKS, RECREATION AND CULTURAL ARTS PROGRAMS AND THE 2019 FRAZE PAVILION PERFORMANCE SEASON

Mr. Klepacz read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mrs. Fisher seconded the motion.

Mr. Schwieterman, City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10262-19
BY: MRS. FISHER AND MR. SCOTT

AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT FOR THE PURCHASE AND INSTALLATION OF EMERGENCY LIGHTING AND EQUIPMENT FOR POLICE VEHICLES

Mrs. Fisher read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Scott seconded the motion.

Mr. Schwieterman, City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10263-19
BY: MR. SCOTT AND MR. DUKE

AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO RENEW AN AGREEMENT FOR THE PURCHASE OF FIRE UNIFORMS AND STATION WEAR

Mr. Scott read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Duke seconded the motion.

Mr. Schwieterman, City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.
A RESOLUTION
NO: 10264-19
BY: MR. DUKE AND MR. WANAMAKER

AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO ENTER INTO AND IMPLEMENT A COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT WITH THE KETTERING ASSOCIATION OF DISPATCHERS, WHICH IS CONSISTENT WITH A TENTATIVE AGREEMENT REACHED BY THE BARGAINING TEAMS

Mr. Duke read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Wanamaker seconded the motion.

Mr. Schwieterman, City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10265-19
BY: MR. WANAMAKER AND MR. KLEPACZ

AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO ADVERTISE FOR BIDS AND TO CONTRACT FOR THE 2019 CURB, SIDEWALK AND DRIVE APPROACH REPAIR PROGRAM (PROJECT NO. 05-119)

Mr. Wanamaker read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Klepacz seconded the motion.

Mr. Bergstresser, Assistant City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10266-19
BY: MR. KLEPACZ AND MRS. FISHER

AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO ADVERTISE FOR BIDS AND TO CONTRACT FOR THE HILTON DRIVE IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT, CITY PROJECT NO. 02-240B

Mr. Klepacz read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mrs. Fisher seconded the motion.

Mr. Bergstresser, Assistant City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10267-19
BY: MRS. FISHER AND MR. SCOTT

TO AMEND RESOLUTION NO. 10090-18

Mrs. Fisher read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Scott seconded the motion.

Mr. Bergstresser, Assistant City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.
A RESOLUTION
NO: 10268-19
BY: MR.SCOTT AND MR.DUKE

AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO APPLY FOR AN ELECTRONIC TABLET GRANT
FROM THE OHIO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY, DIVISION OF EMS

Mr. Scott read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Duke seconded the motion.

Chief Butts, Fire Chief gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10269-19
BY: MR.DUKE AND MR.WANAMAKER

AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO PURCHASE TASERS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT

Mr. Duke read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Wanamaker seconded the motion.

Chief Protsman, Police Chief gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10270-19
BY: MR.WANAMAKER AND MR.KLEPACZ

AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO ENTER INTO A MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT
FOR THE CISCO COMPUTER-AIDED DISPATCH/RECORDS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Mr. Wanamaker read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Klepacz seconded the motion.

Mr. Schwieterman, City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10271-19
BY: MR.KLEPACZ AND MRS.FISHER

ADOPTING A CREDIT CARD POLICY

Mr. Klepacz read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mrs. Fisher seconded the motion.

Mr. Schwieterman, City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10272-19
BY: MRS.FISHER AND MR.SCOTT

AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO USE COMPETITIVE BARGAINING AND NEGOTIATED QUOTES TO CONTRACT FOR REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING WATER LINES AT POLEN FARM
Mr. Fisher read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Scott seconded the motion.

Mr. Schwieterman, City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10273-19
BY: MR.SCOTT AND MR.DUKE

AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO PURCHASE EQUIPMENT THROUGH SEALED BIDS, NEGOTIATED QUOTES, OR A COOPERATIVE PURCHASING PROGRAM

Mr. Scott read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Duke seconded the motion.

Mr. Schwieterman, City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10274-19
BY: MR.DUKE AND MR.WANAMAKER

DECLARING AS “SURPLUS” AND APPROVING AN AGREEMENT TO SELL CITY-OWNED PROPERTY LOCATED IN KETTERING BUSINESS PARK

Mr. Duke read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Wanamaker seconded the motion.

Mr. Gorsuch, Economic Development Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

A RESOLUTION
NO: 10275-19
BY: MR.WANAMAKER AND MR.KLEPACZ

TO MAKE SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS FOR CURRENT EXPENSES AND OTHER EXPENDITURES OF THE CITY OF KETTERING, STATE OF OHIO, DURING THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2019

Mr. Wanamaker read the above resolution and moved for approval. Mr. Klepacz seconded the motion.

Mr. Schwieterman, City Manager gave a brief description of the resolution.

The following votes were recorded: Mr. Klepacz, Yea; Mrs. Fisher, Yea; Mr. Scott, Yea; Mr. Duke, Yea; Mr. Wanamaker, Yea; Mayor Patterson, Yea. There being six (6) Yea votes and no (0) Nay votes, the motion was declared carried and the resolution duly adopted.

ORDINANCES IN FIRST READING

CERTIFICATIONS AND PETITIONS

MANAGER’S REPORT/COMMUNITY UPDATE

Mr. Schwieterman, City Manager updated Council on upcoming and community events.

- 2019 dog licenses are now on sale. Forms are available at area pet supply stores, some veterinarian offices, SICSA and the county animal resource center.
- Live Christmas trees can be taken to the Montgomery County Solid Waste District at 1001 Encrete Lane to be recycled until January 31.
- The Board of Community Relations is sponsoring a writing contest to encourage Kettering students to reflect on the life and teachings of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Submissions must be received by February 1.
Kettering City offices will be closed on Monday, February 18 to observe the Presidents’ Day holiday.

The Public Service Department has been doing a wonderful job keeping the streets clean and safe for residents.

Thank you Mayor Patterson and City Council for a wonderful 2018; looking forward to 2019.

OTHER BUSINESS NOT ON WRITTEN AGENDA

Audience Participation (5 Minute Limit per Speaker)

COUNCIL COMMITTEE REPORTS

Mr. Lautar reported:
- Absent.

Mr. Duke reported:
- Eudora Brewing Company has a beautiful new building.
- On January 21 Kettering Medical Center opened their Operations Command Center.
- Thank you to Mr. Schwieterman and Chief Protsman for speaking at Dor-Wood Optimist the past two weeks.

Mr. Wanamaker reported:
- State of the City was very good and had nice visuals.
- Great job to the Streets Department.

Mr. Scott reported:
- The State of the City Address was great.
- On January 21 he attended the grand re-opening of Title Boxing.

Mr. Klepacz reported:
- Congratulations to everyone who worked hard on the State of the City Address.
- On January 11 he attended the ribbon cutting for Eudora Brewing Company.
- Flying to the Hoop had over 20,000 people come to the Kettering community.

Mrs. Fisher reported:
- No report.

Mayor Patterson reported:
- On January 10 he attended Mayor Seagraves prayer breakfast.
- On January 10 he attended the Miami Valley Regional Planning Transportation in Government Review Panel meeting.
- On January 14 he went to the swearing in of Mike DeWine and Jon Husted.
- On January 16 he hosted the Executives of the National Cities of Service Program.
- On January 17 he spoke at the Kettering-Centerville Kiwanis open house.
- On January 21 he attended the ribbon cutting for the Kettering Medical Center Operations Command Center.
- Thank you to all City of Kettering staff for all of their hard work.

They’re being no further business to come before this meeting of the Kettering City Council; Mayor Patterson adjourned the City Council Meeting at 8:42 p.m.

ATTEST:

DONALD E. PATTERSON, MAYOR

LaShaunah D. Kaczynski
Clerk of Council